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NSR Announces Joint Projects with National Sheriffs Association
Initiatives designed to enhance officer and citizen safety
Cumming, GA, June 21, 2013: National Security Resources, LLC (“NSR”), a leading biometric
systems provider specializing in advanced facial recognition identification and verification has announced
a number of collaborative projects with the National Sheriffs Association (“NSA”). Sheriff Larry Amerson,
the president of the NSA, is cooperating with NSR to develop new, customized facial recognition
systems designed to enhance officer, citizen and community safety.
NSR currently provides the law enforcement community with advanced facial recognition based Enroll and
Release systems that provide significant capability in alias detection, expedited processing of repeat offenders
and confirmation of correct inmate transfer or release.
Sheriff Amerson and NSR are working jointly on an initiative to deploy NSR’s advanced facial recognition
capabilities to patrol cars utilizing the existing in car video and computer platforms. Also, the Sheriff will be
assisting NSR in refining its new mobile (tablet PC based) facial recognition system. Both systems will provide
officers with the capability to proactively and surreptitiously identify persons of interest or dangerous individuals
in the field, even if an individual produces false identification credentials.
In addition, NSR is collaborating with Sheriff Amerson on advanced development in the application of facial
recognition tools for law enforcement. Currently in the testing phase, NSR is exploring the use of video footage
from crime scene video to create a 3D image template of the alleged perpetrator. This 3D template could then
be utilized in an NSR facial recognition system to identify the alleged perpetrator in the field or at an NSR
enrollment station in a detention facility. Once fully developed, this capability could be further expanded to aid
law enforcement in its search for children who have been abducted.
Dr. Glenn Crowe, NSR CEO commented, “We are extremely grateful for the leadership and support
provided by Sheriff Amerson, president of the NSA, in developing the advanced capabilities of our facial
recognition identification systems. All of our communities can potentially benefit a great deal from the work that
he has done in better protecting our officers and their communities.”
About National Security Resources
Located in metro Atlanta, Georgia, National Security Resources (NSR) is a biometric systems provider that specializes
in advanced 3D facial recognition systems. The NSR All-Aspect (3D) facial recognition systems (FRS) offer a
technology that the company believes is superior to existing 2D FRS providing many capabilities that are simply not
available with 2D systems. NSR systems can deliver an exact match to the subject being searched, whereas 2D
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systems typically can only deliver a “gallery” of potential matches. NSR FRS systems are scalable to populations in the
millions without system degradation.
NSR facial recognition systems provide substantial benefits in identification speed, accuracy, privacy protections and
safeguards against spoofing, and have been deployed in the field in US government installations since 2004.
NSR is currently delivering its FRS systems to law enforcement applications (enroll and release, alias detection,
identification of repeat offenders, courtroom security), and physical access control applications (door and gateway
access.) NSR is currently developing specialized facial recognition systems for new vertical market applications in
healthcare, specialized physical access control, border security, intelligent surveillance and school safety.
NSR systems are delivered utilizing Windows based desktop, notebook, panel and tablet computers.
For more information please contact Ms. Donna Simmons, (770) 780-6392, email: DSimmons@nsrfrs.com

